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BIGGAR BANK TRAFFIC CALMING UPDATE REPORT 

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 This report updates members on ongoing discussions and work 
around the provision of traffic calming on Biggar Bank Rd Walney. This 
follows a report in December 2018 regarding possible options for traffic 
calming. Following that earlier report it was recommended that the 
local member consult further with residents prior to any decision being 
made.  

1.2 The Annual Package of Measures (APM) budget for 2019/20 includes an 
approved allocation for Traffic Schemes with a budget of £23,000.  The 
Biggar Bank Road South Walney traffic calming is a scheme for 
inclusion within this budget. 

1.3 Members are requested to consider the options and make a 
recommendation to Local Committee as to their preferred option, 
noting that, having regard to the available budget within the traffic 
schemes budget line of £23,000 note all options can be can be taken 
into account. 

2.0 STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 

2.1 The introduction of traffic calming scheme  helps support the County 
Council objective of meeting its casualty reduction targets and its 
delivery of Community Strategy and Cumbria Agreement outcomes and 
Council Plan priorities, which are 

 To safeguard children, and ensure that Cumbria is a great place to 
be a child and grow up 

 To enable communities to live safely and shape services locally 

 To provide safe and well maintained roads and an effective 
transport network 

 To promote sustainable economic growth, and create jobs 

 To be a modern and efficient council 



 

Members are advised that generally the measures contained in the 
options / proposals contribute to these commitments by continuing to 
ensure that the council are able to provide an effective and safe 
Highway Network. 

2.2 The prioritisation, programming and design of highway improvement 
schemes have the potential to generate either beneficial or adverse 
impacts on people with mobility or vision impairments. The 
development of detailed proposals is undertaken in accordance with 
the County Council’s policies and procedures for equality and 
diversity.  

3.0 RECOMMENDATION 

3.1 That Members consider the Options for traffic calming on Biggar Bank 
Road, South Walney, referred to at paragraph 4.7 of this report, and 
make a recommendation to Local Committee as to which Option is 
preferred, to be paid for out of the The Annual Package of Measures 
(APM) budget for 2019/20 which includes an approved allocation for 
Traffic Schemes with a budget of £23,000.  

4.0 BACKGROUND 

4.1 In December 2018 a report was brought before the Barrow HASG regarding 
potential options for traffic calming on Biggar Bank Road on Walney. This 
was following concerns raised by residents. This followed a period of traffic 
data monitoring. The pneumatic tubes collected data 24 hours a day for the 
7 day period they were in place.  Collision data records were also consulted 
in compiling this earlier report. The report produced gave a summary of the 
data findings and presented a number of options following consideration of 
the data. 

4.2 Following consideration of the report and discussions it was agreed that the 
member for Walney South would consult locally with residents to gain views 
before a report came back to a future meeting of the HASG.  

4.3 Following Local Committee in January a meeting on site was held with The 
Network Manager, Local Member Walney South and a resident’s 
representative. The discussions centred on the possibility of calming the 
traffic closer to the southerly 30mph limit and whilst the previous options 
were useful could some alternatives be considered. It was agreed that the 
provision of a chicane would be looked into before any further discussions 
took place. 

4.4 In March 2019 and following some preliminary design work a further site 
meeting was held. Residents close to the proposed calming locations had 
been consulted informally by the resident’s representative and were 
generally happy with the option of a chicane. 

4.5 The proposed chicane arrangement requires land outwith the Highway that 
belongs to Barrow Borough Council. They have been contacted over the 
possibility of this land being used by the Highway Authority and currently 
these discussions are ongoing. 



 

4.6 The Traffic calming options presented to Local Committee in January are 
outlined below with cost estimates and plans where appropriate included in 
Appendix 1. In addition the alternative option of a chicane at two possible 
locations is included as option 6 along with additional speed limit changes at 
this southern gateway (Please note only one location for a chicane is to 
designed should this be the option taken forward) : 

4.7 Option 1 – Do nothing.  Cost estimate is £0 

The data does not indicate that there is an issue with high speeds and 
there are no recorded injury collisions which were speed related 
within the last 5 years.  With that in mind we will work with the Police 
through the CRASH group for consideration of enforcement, in line 
with their own local priorities. There would be no cost implications to 
this for Local Committee funding.  

Pros: Immediate timescale. No cost. Police to deter motorists through 
possible enforcement. 

Cons: Police resources would not always be available to be present 
on site.  

4.8 South end - Gateway. 

Option 2 – Visually reinforce the change of speed limit using the 
improvement of signs, rumble strips, dragons teeth edge markings 
and speed roundel as shown on Plan 1. Estimated cost is £3,500 

A second option was considered to introduce build outs to narrow the 
road however there is insufficient road width to accommodate it. 

Pros: There are no legal requirements before implementation for and 
signs and road markings scheme. There would be able to be 
implementation, subject to funding, in a relatively short timescale. 
Signing and road markings would be approximately £3,500 to get 
maximum impact – low cost option. 

4.9 Playground/West Shore Club. 

Option 3a – Installation of pre-cast concrete speed cushions such as 
‘Marshalls’ as shown in Plan 2. Estimated cost is £8,000 

Pros: Physical traffic calming option which would provide an effective 
means of reducing vehicle speeds to lower levels.  It is estimated that 
drivers would need to reduce speeds to around 20mph at that point to 
avoid vehicle damage. 

Cons: Significant consultation and legal notification process required 
which would indicate a timescale of 12 months minimum.  Residents 
may object due to increased noise, vibration and damage to vehicles.  
May create some inconvenience for residents and bus service/large 
vehicles. May cause vehicles to re-route to avoid physical traffic 
calming creating further potential safety risks. 

There will be additional street furniture to be maintained long term. 
The initial installation costs would be high at approximately £8,000 for 
the single site. Would require a road closure to allow for 
implementation to all traffic for around 5 days to allow cushions to be 
installed.  



 

Option 3b – Construction of a single chicane to indicate a priority 
give-way system as shown in Plan 3.  Estimated cost is £6,000 

Pros: Physical deflection of vehicles to reduce speeds. No legal 
notification process required allowing for a shorter installation 
timescale. 

Cons:  There will be additional maintenance costs for the future.  
Vehicles have to slow to allow for oncoming vehicles – without 
sufficient two-way flow the impact may be reduced.  Could result in 
vehicles re-routing to avoid physical traffic calming creating further 
potential safety risks. 

4.10 North end - Roundhouse. 

Option 4a – Installation of central hatched road markings around the 
bend from Ocean Road into Biggar Bank Road and inclusion of a 
repeater speed roundel and virtual island as shown in Plan 4. 
Estimated cost is £3,000 

Pros: Effectively narrows the road aiming to change the perception of 
drivers.  Relatively short timescale to implement. Low cost at 
approximately £3,000 for road markings.  

Cons: Has no physical restraint for vehicles. Requires a road closure 
for implementation. 

Option 4b – Central hatch markings as per Option 4a plus possible 
construction of Pedestrian Crossing Refuge Island as shown in Plan 
5. Estimated cost is £9,000. 

Pros: Provides a crossing point for local residents.  Relatively short 
timescale to implement. The cost would be approximately £9,000 for 
central hatch road markings and pedestrian refuge island. 

Cons: Higher cost option for a single site.  Requires a road closure for 
implementation. 

4.11 Various Potential Sites 

Option 5 Speed Indication Device/s (SID). No specific location/s 
recommended at this time.  Estimated cost is £3,500 per device 

Installation of a Speed Indicator Device (SID) at one or both ends of 
Biggar Bank to remind drivers of the speed limit and make them 
aware of their speeds. 

Pros: Short timescale to implement. Reasonably low cost at £3,500 
per device or per site.  

Cons: Has the potential to be ignored. There is a risk of 
damage/vandalism. Has a warranty of 2 years, after which time 
additional funding from the maintenance budget would be required to 
fix or replace should it be required. 

 

 

 

 



 

4.12 Southern End Close to 30mph Limit 

Option 6 Chicane at Southern end close to southern 30mph limit 
and additional gateway markings including introducing a 40mph 
buffer. 2 potential locations for chicane. Estimated works cost is 
£20,000. This is a combination of a number of potential options to 
give a further enforcement of the need to reduce speeds. Plan 6 
refers 

Pros: Physical deflection of vehicles to reduce speeds. Breaks up the 
long straight of Biggar Bank road. Reduces possibility of early 
acceleration at the southern end of the speed limit. Allows for 
approaching vehicles to slow down prior to entering built up area 

Cons: Land required not in control of Highway Authority. Need for any 
feature to be well highlighted so can be seen by approaching 
motorists. Makes access into adjacent properties driveway difficult 
due to turning manoeuvres. 

5.0 OPTIONS 

5.1 Members may conclude that any one or several of Options, 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4a, 
4b, 5 or 6 are implemented. 

6.0 RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 Within the Devolved Highways Capital budget for 2019/20 Local Committee 
have agreed as part of the Annual Package of Measures an allocation of 
£23,000 for Traffic Scheme Design.  Options for traffic calming at Bigger 
Bank up to the value of £23,000 may be met from this currently uncommitted 
sum.   

7.0 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

7.0 When allocating and moving money between budgets, Local Committee 
must follow the rules set by the Council following its consideration of the 
“Draft Revenue Budget 2019/20 and Medium Term Financial Plan (2019 – 
2022) and Draft Capital Programme (2019 – 2024)” report (“the Report”) on 
14 February 2019 and any such additional restrictions set by Cabinet and or 
Council regulating the use of such funds.  

8.0 CONCLUSION 

8.0 This report presents updates members following recent discussions between 
the local member and residents regarding traffic calming options for Biggar 
Bank Road. Following these discussions an additional option has been 
included taken account of views received this report   

Angela Jones 
Acting Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure 
 

May 2019 
  



 

APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1  Plan 1 South end Gateway 
   Plan 2 Westshore Club Cushions 
   Plan 3 Westshore Club Single Chicane 
   Plan 4 North end Markings including virtual island 
   Plan 5 North end Markings and crossing island 
   Plan 6 Proposed Chicane close to southern 30mph limit   
 
 
Electoral Division: South Walney 

 

Executive Decision  No 

 

Key Decision  No 

 

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?   N/A 

 

Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?  No 

 

If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained? 

  N/A 

   

 

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny? 
If so, give details below. 

 No 

  

 

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been 
undertaken? 

 No  

   

 

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?  No  

   

 
 
PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS 
[including Local Committees] 
 
No previous relevant decisions. 
 
 
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 
 
Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny. 
 
 
BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
HASG 17 October 2017 Biggar Bank Speed Limit Review 
Barrow Local Committee 17 January 2018 Highways Advisory Sub Group 
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